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ABSTRACT

Recent instrumental approaches to measuring rhythm that
have been applied with a view to capturing traditional
rhythm typology differences are examined. The plausibil-
ity of their language classification results and the rationale
behind the measures are discussed. A new, modified
measure is suggested. The effects of language, different
speaker groups, material and different speaking style – in
particular tempo – on the various measures is examined on
the basis of extensive corpora.

1.    INTRODUCTION
In recent language-rhythm studies ([1, 2]), a number of
different „rhythm measures“ have been shown to separate
languages in a way which appears to confirm empirically
the traditional rhythm types, namely syllable-, stress- and
mora-timed, where previous instrumental approaches have
failed (cf., for example  the discussion in [2]). Critically
based on the structurally determined vocalic and inter-
vocalic (consonantal) intervals of utterances, these meas-
ures can – logically – be expectd to increase in the relia-
bility of their reflection of language-inherent properties as
the size of the database from which they are derived in-
creases. Conversely, they must vary with any smaller sub-
set of material as a function of any factor affecting the vo-
calic and consonantal intervals, e.g., the syntactico-lexical
structure, the speaker selection and  the style of speech, an
important aspect of which is speech tempo. The studies so
far have not taken these factors into account, although
very different values have been found for one and the
same language. The problem of tempo fluctuation has
received some attention [2], though only in support of a
particular approach to rhythm calculation. Finally, in con-
trast to syllable- or stress-isochrony, the underlying ration-
ale of the recent instrumental measures are not immedi-
ately interpretable in terms of the auditory im-pressions
which prompted the traditional division of languages into
syllable- and stress-timed [3, 4] Thus, plausible as results
so far appear, it is unclear to what extent differences be-
tween languages reflect significant „rhythmic“ properties.
This paper aims to illuminate some of the factors influ-
encing the measures.
This exploration is based on over 5,000 (inter-pause
stretches (ips) of segmentally labelled Bulgarian, German
and Italian recordings. The Bulgarian data are a) Bu1: part
of the BABEL database (project COP 1304) and b) Bu2:
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ings of highly controlled prompted speech made at
 Saarbrücken. The German data is from the Kiel
s [5] of a) read: Gr and  b) spontaneous speech: Gsp.
talian consists of spontaneous speech recordings
the AVIP regional Italian database [6], from Bari:
nd Ba2 (two labeling variants of the same data, see
), Naples: Na and Pisa: Pi. These 7 speaker groups
e a basis for  a number of different comparisons: (i)

Gsp: read-speech vs. spontaneous-speech, (ii) Bu1/
 Gr: Bulgarian vs. German read speech, (iii) Ba/

 – Gsp: Italian vs. German spontaneous speech.

2.    THE RHYTHM MEASURES
onsider first the rationale behind the two groups of
res under scrutiny, those used by Ramus [1, 7] and
used by Grabe and Low (G&L) [2].
s uses three measures: %V, ∆V and ∆C;  G&L use
easures, a normalised nPVI-V and a raw rPVI-C
re. With the exception of %V, which is simply the
rtion to which an utterance is vocalic and hence a
tion of overall syllable complexity, the measures all
ss the variability of the vocalic and consonantal
al durations within a stretch of speech (ips in this
. However, they differ in the type of variability they
e.
s‘∆-values are the standard deviation of the vowel
sonantal intervals, i.e., a global variability measure
 reflects nothing of the sequential patterning of dura-
which might logically be seen as underlying any
ry impression of rhythm. G&L’s PVI measure (Pair-
ariability Index) does take the sequential variability

onsideration by averaging the durational difference
en consecutive vowel or consonantal intervals:

 r PVI = dk − dk + 1

k =1

m −1

∑ / m −1( ) 
  

 
  ,

malised version of the PVI formula, used for PVI-V
ations and devised to correct for tempo fluctuations,
 the difference between consecutive intervals to the
duration of the two intervals:

I = 100 ×
dk − dk +1

dk + dk+1( ) / 2k =1

m −1

∑ / m −1( )
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ver, far from correcting for tempo changes (since it
urely local normalisation), the normalised measure
ly reduces stress- and accent-dependent as well as
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phonological length differences, i.e., structural factors
assumed to underlie stress- vs. syllable-timing.
It should be pointed out that, while capturing sequential
variation, the PVI fails to maximise this possible advan-
tage over the Ramus measures because vowel and conson-
ant variation are calculated separately. The combined
effect of vocalic and consonantal structure on an auditory
rhythmic pattern is therefore not taken into consideration.
A logical extension of the existing PVI measures is there-
fore applied in this study. It takes the consonant and vowel
intervals together, thus capturing the varying complexity
of consonantal + vowel groupings in sequence within an
interpause stretch. We use the label PVI-CV for this meas-
ure.

3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LANGUAGES
The scalar model of rhythm implied by the measures just
discussed is theoretically grounded in the structural dis-
cussion by Rebecca Dauer [8], in which rhythm is seen as
the total effect created by the interaction of a number of
phonetic and phonological segmental and prosodic prop-
erties. Considering those criteria, which are potentially
different in the three languages under scrutiny, should
allow a first prediction of their relative position on the
„syllable-timed“ – „stress-timed“ continuum:
The duration criterion for stress-timing hinges on whether
stressed syllables, in particular stressed vowels, are con-
siderably longer than unstressed ones. This is not con-
vincingly the case for Bulgarian (cf. [9]). It is usually con-
sidered to apply to German, where the vowel-length oppo-
sition is neutralised in unstressed syllables; it is certainly
the case in Italian, where allophonic vowel lengthening
occurs in stressed (open) syllables.
The syllable complexity criterion points to both Bulgarian
and German being stress-timed, and Italian being more
syllable-timed. Bulgarian and German can both have as
many as three consonants in the onset and the coda,
whereas standard analyses of Italian allow a maximum CC
onset and single consonant coda. Dimitrova [9] points out
that very complex syllables are rare and that Bulgarian
speech is dominated by much simpler structures. How-
ever, despite a preponderence of simpler syllable struc-
tures in our data, the overall C/V ratio for Bulgarian (1.39)
and German (1.54) is higher than for Italian (1.18), sup-
porting the separation of  Italian from the other two.
The vowel-realisation criterion traditionally offers support
for a separation of Bulgarian and German as stress-timed
from Italian as syllable-timed. However, the picture seems
to be less clear in reality. Bulgarian certainly has a re-
duced unstressed vowel system, though the unstressed
vowels appear to undergo a raising rather than a central-
ising process [9, 10]. German has a minimally reduced
system (unstressed long /a:/ and short. /a/ are neutralised)
and a loss of the length opposition. However, there is no
phonological „schwa-isation“ of unstressed vowels, al-
though there is a considerable loss of timbre phonetically.
Italian is considered to have no vowel reduction. However,
a recent study [11] showed that there is neutralisation of
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id-close vs. mid-open opposition and considerable
tic centralisation in unstressed position. In many
of Italy, word-final unstressed vowels tend towards
 [12].
mary then, it is not easy to predict where the three

ages should be placed relative to one another on the
 continuum. Only the syllable-complexity criterium

 clear differentiation along traditional lines. Direct or
ct comparisons between Italian and German by Ra-
1, 7] and Grabe and Low [2] show Italian in an in-
diate position between Spanish and English or Ger-
but values derived from a more extensive database
3] show that, depending on speech material, speaker
mpo, both German and Italian can vary greatly in
osition within the “rhythm space”.

 THE RHYTHM MEASURES SEPARATE
THE LANGUAGES?

ts have been reported elsewhere for read German,
or spontaneous Italian and German [12, 13]. The
peech results confirmed a speaker and material de-
ncy of the measures. For spontaneous speech, it was
ially shown that both the Ramus and the G&L
res are able to separate German and Italian to some

e, though the G&L normalised PVI-V measure was
itive to differences highlighted by ∆V. When differ-

ed for tempo, the location of the three tempo classes
 the “rhythm space” varied strongly, ranging from a
ariability “stress-timed” position for both languages

osition for “fast” German very close to that found for
sh in other studies. But differences between German
talian were largely maintained across the tempo
s except for the slow rate. Two measures that were
le across all three tempo classes were Ramus‘ ∆V
e complexity-linked %V.
prising result was a generally higher vowel and con-
t variability for spontaneous Italian than for German
 Ramus measures, and a higher consonant (but not
) variability in the G&L PVI measures. In rhythmic
this would make spontaneous Italian more stress-

 than German. The possibility that this was an arte-
temming from a particular labelling strategy is ex-
d below on the basis of the Bari data, which explic-
bels lengthened vowels and sonorants which are
by some (Italian) speakers instead of hesitation
s. The Bari data is therefore presented in two ver-
 Ba1 calculates the values with the lengthened seg-
 included as speech sounds; Ba2 interprets the
ened segments as “filled pauses” and calculates the
ause stretches accordingly.
 1 shows a clear separation on the ∆V axis of the
 speaker groups from both Bulgarian sub-groups
rom read and spontaneous German. Spontaneous
an lies between read German and Bulgarian and is
gnificantly different from either. On the ∆C axis, the
peakers are significantly different from all the other
s at the top end of the variability scale, and the Bul-
 groups at the bottom, but the Pisa and Naples
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Fig 1: Rhythm plot of Ramus ∆V and ∆C values

Fig. 2: Rhythm plot of G&L PVI values.

The G&L normalised PVI-V values do not separate the
speaker groups in any plausible language-linked manner
cf.  also table 1 below), but the PVI-C differentiates the
groups in almost exactly the same way as Ramus’ ∆C.

Measure Significant Language-group Differences
%V  (Ba = Pi) > (Pi = Na) > Bu2 = Bu1 = Gr > Gsp

∆V Ba = Na = Pi > (Gr = Gsp) >
                                  (Gsp = Bu1) > (Bu1 = Bu2)

∆C Na > Pi = Gsp = Ba = Gr > Bu1 > Bu2

PVI-V (Gsp = Ba = Bu1 = Gr) >
                    (Bu 1= Gr = Na = Pi) >
                                        (Na = Pi  = Bu2)

PVI-C Na > Pi = Ba = Gr = Gsp > Bu1 > Bu2

PVI-CV Na = Ba = Pi  >  Gr = Gsp  >  Bu1 > Bu2

Table 1: Speaker-group differences for the “rhythm”
measures on the basis of  Scheffé post-hoc comparisons..
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ther figure do the positions of Ba1 and Ba2 indicate
he high variability for Napoli and Pisa speakers
 in our previous studies results from some speakers’
nt-lengthening speech habits. The “cleaned” values
ted by Ba2 are still higher than either read or spon-
s German for both Ramus values and for G&L PVI-

t not for the normalised PVI-V).
s 3 and 4 show  tempo-differentiated distributions of

nguage groups in the ∆ and PVI “rhythm spaces”. In
cases the Slow Ba1 measure lies outside the range of
 and y-axes; it is excluded from the figure to im-
 resolution and legibility.

Fig. 3: Ramus tempo-differentiated values

the exception of Bu2, the Ramus measures show a
value shift to lower variability with increasing
, i.e. towards traditional “syllable-timed” positions.
 also be observed that there is no difference between
nd spontaneous speech with regard to the direction
 shift, but the shift is less for read (Gr) than for spon-
s German (Gsp), and is even more reduced for Bu1

u2. The degree of shift appears to correlate with the
e of tempo variation.

Fig 4. G&L tempo-differentiated values here

shows the same sort of reduction of variability in the
 results across all languages, again with a difference
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in degree for read in comparison to spontaneous speech
The PVI-V measure also shows a systematic shift with
tempo, but as in Fig. 2, there is no language-oriented  dif-
ference between speaker-groups. Both sets of measures
show the apparently strong tendency of Italian towards
positions in the rhythm space associated with “stress-
timing. The comparative results for the Bari speakers (Ba1
vs. Ba2) show this to be a real effect.
Figure 5 shows a “rhythm plot” (Slow Ba1 is again ex-
cluded) using the new PVI-CV and the Ramus %V meas-
ure – the two measures which differentiate the languages
most plausibly and effectively (cf. table 1).

Fig. 5: Tempo differentiated  PVI-CV plotted against %V

The tempo-differentiated plot shows that Bu1, Gr and Gsp
shift considerably towards Italian on the %V axis with
increasing tempo, whereas the values for the Italian speak-
er groups remain relatively constant. In contrast the shift
of PVI-CV values is stronger for the Italian groups than
for German and Bulgarian though the Ba, Na and Pi val-
ues for the Fast tempo class remains higher (more “stress-
timed”)  than for Fast Gsp and Fast Bul.
This difference in tempo-dependent behaviour can be in-
terpreted in terms of a reduction in syllable complexity in
German and Bulgarian with a concomitant increase in the
vocalic proportion. This is plausible in the light of the
greater underlying syllable complexity in these languages.
Italian, on the other hand, with an underlyingly simpler
syllable structure appears to reduce (its very considerable)
syllabic durational variability without much structural
change, and consequently without much change in the
vocalic proportion.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The application of the Ramus and G&L measures to a
larger collection of speech data indicates that they are not
inherently suited to support typological statements about
language rhythm. However, their logical dependence on
realised syllabic structure make them sensitive to style,
particularly tempo-induced processes. Despite fundament-
al differences in their underlying rationale, both measures
of consonantal variability (∆C and PVI-C) appear to cap-
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re, on the other hand, are not comparable. The most
ble language-linked differentiation is achieved with
 PVI-CV measure and Ramus’ %V, which together
e different aspects of the consonantal-vocalic rela-
ip, the former globally, the latter sequentially.
o-differentiated analyses clearly show a tendency for
ages to converge with increasing tempo towards
as been defined as a “syllable-timed” position.
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